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POSSIBLE INTENSE VORTEX TRACKS ON MARS; J.A. Grant and P.H. Schultz, 
Geological Sciences, Brown University, Providence, RI 02912 

Well-defined dark filamentary lineations crisscross the martian surface in certain locations 
(Fig. 1). These lineations have been interpreted as seif dunes (1) and the expression of joints (2); 
however, newly recognized characteristics indicate a different origin. Because their occurrence is 
strongly controlled by seasonal atmospheric conditions, formation by intense vortices may provide 
the closest analogy. 

The lineations are: A) always dark relative to their surroundings; B) from 2 to 75 km in 
length; and C) less than 1 km in width. They lack resolvable relief, are generally insensitive to 
topography, and some have obvious gaps in their paths. Many lineations crisscross a t  low angles 
and most have a similar average orientation: E-W in the southern hemisphere and both E-W and 
NE-SW in the northern hemisphere. Finally, lineations usually occur on low relief smooth and 
intercrater plains that  often appear stripped. 

Lineations are localized in certain regions from 65's to 7 5 ' ~  and a t  almost all longitudes 
(Fig. 2). Most occur in the southern hemisphere a t  elevations between 3 and 4 km; however, this 
observation may be influenced by a paucity of images in some areas when lineations occur. Those 
observed in this study and during Mariner 9 (2) occurred seasonally: from mid- or late-summer 
into early-fall. By mid-fall they were no longer visible. Although groups of lineations recorded in 
1972 by Mariner 9 (2) redeveloped in some areas in 1976-1977 (Fig. 2), the position of individual 
lineations changed (Fig. 3). 

Such lineations were first observed (1) in crater Proctor in Hellaspontus (Fig. 3) and 
interpreted a s  seif dunes. A later study (2) concluded that they were more likely the expression of 
joints because the lineations: A) were highly variable in time; B) crisscrossed; and C) traversed 
crater walls. Four characteristics indicate nevertheless that they are the result of an ephemeral 
atmospheric process: A) the lack of topographic or structural control on their occurrence; B) 
variation from year to year in location (Fig. 3) and distribution; C )  their seasonal nature; and D) 
gaps in their paths. Because lineations form in one direction without destroying other non-parallel 
lineations, this process must be highly localized within a narrow scour/deposition zone. 

Intense atmospheric vortices a re  local disturbances containing high winds capable of 
redistributing surface material and producing ground tracks (3, 4). Dust devils are one type of 
intense vortex identified on Mars (5); however, those observed did not produce obvious tracks. If 
the lineations somehow did result from dust devils, then certain characteristics are unusual. 
Terrestrial dust devils rarely persist over 65  km, and their ground widths are much less than that  
of martian lineations (6). Because dust devils are driven by near-surface conditions, they are 
sensitive to topography, and only very small gaps would be expected in their paths (6). 

Atmospheric conditions during occurrence of the lineations also appear to disfavor association 
with dust devils. Conditions present (at 45's for e.g.) include: A) onset of seasonal baroclinic 
wave passage (7); B) persistence of a high sun angle as  the atmosphere clears following dust 
storms allowing good surface heating and development of a deep convective layer (8); and C) 
regional saturation produced by falling temperatures in the presence of moderate amounts of 
water vapor (9). These conditions lead to instability a s  warm saturated air develops beneath colder 
air above. Convective uplift of the unstable air can be triggered by baroclinic wave passage a s  air 
descending along the front spreads out on the surface and wedges unstable surface air aloft (3). 
High winds accompanying baroclinic waves result in large vertical shear over the surface ( lo) ,  
which can form horizontal vortex tubes (3, 11). Shear associated with wave passage reduces 
chances of dust devil formation. It is also unlikely that baroclinic waves alone can account for the 
lineations because the storms occur from late-summer until spring; lineations form only in late- 
summerlearly-fall when the storms are weakest. Consequently, other processes may be 
responsible for lineation formation. 

On Earth, processes leading to vortices more intense than dust devils are incompletely 
understood (3). However, some identified a s  important include occurrence of: A) extended uplift 
due to convective instability andlor latent heat due to condensation (3); B) horizontal vortex tubes 
resulting from vertical shear (3, 11); and C) baroclinic wave passage which can trigger uplift (3) 
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and tilt vortex tubes into the vertical (3, 11). Vortex tubes tilted vertically can then be 
strengthened by vorticity aloft developed by uplift (11). Intense vortices also may develop as 
existing dust devils are overridden by baroclinic waves and strengthened by vorticity aloft. These 
processes all occur above the surface; hence, resultant vortices will be less controlled by 
topography and likely to have gaps in their path. Features associated with intense terrestrial 
vortices, therefore, are very similar to the observed martian lineations. On Mars, atmospheric 
conditions during lineation formation would favor such intense vortex evolution. Based on the 
spatialltemporal distribution, atmospheric conditions, and terrestrial analogy, we suggest that 
intense vortices (possibly of tornadic intensity) are responsible for the martian lineations. 

Although seasonal effects of such vortices will be small, over time they would be s iMican t  in 
the absence of other processes and secular changes in climate. Thus, intense vortices may 
contribute to the stripping of the northern martian plains and the redistribution of coarse 
materials inferred to comprise circumpolar and crater floor dune fields. 
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Figure 2. Distribution map of f h e n t a r y  lineations (black shaded areas). Features are: 
Elysium Mons, E; Isidis Planitia, IP, Syrtis Ma~or Planitia, SMP; Olympus Mom, OM; 
Outnow channels, OC; Valles Marineris, W Tharsis region, TH; Argyre Planitia, AP; 
Hellas Planitia, HP, and the north (NF'C) and south (SPC) polar caps. The dashed line in 
the southern hemispbere denotes extent of the ~easonal polar cap (19). 
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FipPre 3. Terrain map depicting change in 
position and orientation of lineations in crater 
Proctor (331W, 48s) between the Mariner 9 
and V i g  missions. Map completed from 
images Fl.229109807499 and 510A46 
respectively, both obtained in early fall. 
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